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1 Introduction

UTRAN Propagation delay measurement was discussed in TSG RAN Ad Hoc meeting on RRM in Turin on February 9th

2000.  Discussion was based on Nokia contribution RPA000039, which was approved in the meeting.  The attached CR is
provided to add the UTRAN Propagation delay measurement in TS25.215. This measurement has also already accepted
into WG3 specifications.

The benefit of this measurement is that if the propagation delay is measured during RACH access, the DPCH setup is
easier, since the search window can then be smaller.

2 Definition of the measurement

At the moment  in the WG3 specification, 25.435 , UTRAN Iub Interface User Plane Protocols for CCH Data Streams,
section 6.2.6.5 contains already following description:

 6.2.6.5  [FDD - Propagation delay]
Description: One-way radio interface delay as measured during
RACH access
Value range: {0 - 765 chips}
Granularity: 3 chips
Field length: 8 bits

The CR to 25.215, which is attached to this contribution, is defined in such way that it is aligned with 25.435 range and
resolution. Thus the measurement is scaled so that the value range starts from 0. Thus the measurement is defined as
follows:

Propagation delay is defined as one-way propagation delay as measured during PRACH access:
Propagation delay = (TRX – TTX – 2560)/2, where
TTX = The time of AICH access slot (n-2-AICH Transmission Timing). The time of AICH access slot (n-2-AICH
transmission timing), where 0≤(n-2-AICH Transmission Timing)≤14 and AICH_Transmission_Timing can have values 0
or 1.
TRX = The time of reception of the beginning (the first significant path) of the PRACH message from the UE at PRACH
access slot n.

3 Conclusion

It is proposed to include the UTRAN Propagation delay measurement to 25.215, as defined in the CR attached.
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5.2.6 Physical channel BER

Definition Type 1:
Measured on the DPDCH:
The physical channel BER is an estimation of the average bit error rate (BER) before channel
decoding of the DPDCH data after RL combination in Node B.

Type 2:
Measured on the DPCCH:
The Physical channel BER is an estimation of the average bit error rate (BER) on the DPCCH
after RL combination in Node B.

It shall be possible to report a physical channel BER estimate of type 1 or of type 2 or of both
types at the end of each TTI for the transferred TrCh's, e.g. for TrCh’s with a TTI of x ms a x ms
averaged physical channel BER shall be possible to report every x ms.

Range/mapping The Physical channel BER shall be reported for 0 ≤ Physical channel BER ≤ 1 in the unit
BER_dB where:

BER_dB_00: Physical channel BER = 0
BER_dB_01: -∞ < Log10(Physical channel BER) < -4.03
BER_dB_02: -4.03 ≤ Log10(Physical channel BER) < -3.965
BER_dB_03: -3.965 ≤ Log10(Physical channel BER) < -3.9
...
BER_dB_61: -0.195 ≤ Log10(Physical channel BER) < -0.13
BER_dB_62: -0.13 ≤ Log10(Physical channel BER) < -0.065
BER_dB_63: -0.065 ≤ Log10(Physical channel BER) ≤ 0

5.2.7 Round trip time

NOTE: The relation between this measurement and the TOA measurement defined by WG2 needs clarification.

Definition Round trip time (RTT), is defined as
RTT = TRX – TTX, where
TTX = The time of transmission of the beginning of a downlink DPCH frame to a UE.
TRX = The time of reception of the beginning (the first significant path) of the corresponding uplink
DPCCH/DPDCH frame from the UE.
Note: The definition of "first significant path" needs further elaboration.
Measurement shall be possible on DPCH for each RL transmitted from an UTRAN access point
and DPDCH/DPCCH for each RL received in the same UTRAN access point.

Range/mapping The Round trip time is given with the resolution of 0.25 chip with the range [876, …, 2923.75]
chips.

5.2.8 UTRAN GPS Timing of Cell Frames for LCS

Definition The timing between cell j and GPS Time Of Week. TUTRAN-GPSj is defined as the time of
occurrence of a specified UTRAN event according to GPS time. The specified UTRAN event is
the beginning of a particular frame (identified through its SFN) in the first significant multipath
of the cell j CPICH, where cell j is a cell within the active set.

Applicable for Connected Intra, Connected Inter
Range/mapping The resolution of TUTRAN-GPSj is 1µS. The range is from 0 to 6.04×1011 µS.
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5.2.9  Propagation delay

Definition Propagation delay is defined as one-way propagation delay as measured during PRACH access:
Propagation delay = (TRX – TTX – 2560)/2, where
TTX = The time of AICH access slot (n-2-AICH transmission timing), where 0≤(n-2-AICH
Transmission Timing)≤14 and AICH_Transmission_Timing can have values 0 or 1.
TRX = The time of reception of the beginning (the first significant path) of the PRACH message
from the UE at PRACH access slot n.
Note: The definition of "first significant path" needs further elaboration.

Range/mapping The propagation delay is given with the resolution of 3 chips with the range [0, …, 765] chips.


